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ABSTRACT
Dynamical systems comprised of autonomous agents arise in many
relevant problems such as multi-agent robotics, smart grids, or smart
cities. Controlling these systems is of paramount importance to guar-
antee a successful deployment. Optimal centralized controllers are
readily available but face limitations in terms of scalability and prac-
tical implementation. Optimal decentralized controllers, on the other
hand, are difficult to find. In this paper we use graph neural net-
works (GNNs) to learn decentralized controllers from data. GNNs
are well-suited for the task, since they are naturally distributed ar-
chitectures. Furthermore, they are equivariant and stable, leading
to good scalability and transferability properties. The problem of
flocking is explored to illustrate the power of GNNs in learning de-
centralized controllers.
Index Terms— decentralized control, graph neural networks,
graph recurrent neural networks, graph signal processing, network
systems
1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamical systems comprised of a set of autonomous agents arise
in many technologically relevant scenarios. Examples include path
planning in multi-agent robotics [1], optimal power allocation in
smart grids [2], or traffic coordination in smart cities [3]. The ability
to control network dynamical systems thus becomes a technological
problem of paramount importance [4].
Optimal controllers for network systems have been obtained for
a vast array of problems including constrained consensus in multi-
agent systems [5], load control in electrical grids [6], and throughput
control of wireless networks [7]. Computing these controllers, how-
ever, requires access to the state of the entire system at any time,
rendering them centralized solutions. Centralized controllers, albeit
optimal, face limitations in terms of scalability and implementation.
Designing decentralized controllers demands relying on the
communication network established by the agents that compose
the system. These agents can communicate only with other nearby
agents and exchange information with them. A decentralized con-
troller, then, is built upon this distributed information structure.
Furthermore, due to the inherent delay in the communication ex-
change, the information is not only distributed, but also outdated.
Optimal decentralized controllers are famously difficult to find
[8]. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to learn suitable controllers
from data. To do so, we adopt learning models that naturally re-
spect the decentralized information structure imposed by the net-
work system. More specifically, we study nonlinear maps between
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the local state and the control action given by two different types of
graph neural networks (GNNs) [9], either graph convolutional neu-
ral networks (GCNNs) [10–13] or graph recurrent neural networks
(GRNNs) [14].
GNNs are information processing architectures built upon the
notion of graph filters [15], so as to exploit the graph structure, and
the use of nonlinearities to increase expressive power [16]. They are
used to learn a nonlinear map between the state of the system and
the action to be taken. In particular, GCNNs consist of a cascade of
layers each of which applies a graph convolution [17] followed by a
pointwise nonlinearity [13]. GRNNs, on the other hand, model the
dynamical evolution of the network data as a hidden Markov model.
The hidden state is learned straight from data and is used to compute
the action. In this way, the hidden state learns to keep track of the
relevant past information as it pertains to the actions taken [14].
Both GCNNs and GRNNs process only local information (re-
lied by neighboring agents) and can be computed in a distributed
manner (each agent computes its corresponding output). Further-
more, they both exhibit the properties of permutation equivariance
and stability to perturbations [14, 18, 19]. The former means that
these architectures exploit the topological symmetries in the under-
lying network, while the latter implies the output is not significantly
affected by small changes in the network structure. These results
allow GCNNs and GRNNs to scale up, i.e. to be used in networks
of increasing number of agents. These results also imply that these
learning models transfer, i.e. they can be trained in one network and
then transferred to another similar network, guaranteeing a certain
level of performance.
Scalability and transferability become crucial properties when
the learning models are trained via the imitation learning frame-
work [20,21]. In this framework, a training set comprised of optimal
trajectories is available and the models learn to imitate these trajec-
tories. The imitation learning framework rests on the availability of
an optimal centralized controller which is only required during the
offline training phase but is not needed during testing. For this rea-
son, training architectures that scale and transfer is the key to learn-
ing decentralized controllers that are successful in previously unseen
testing scenarios.
To illustrate the power of GCNNs and GRNNs in learning de-
centrlized controllers, we explore the problem of flocking [22, 23].
The objective is to coordinate a team of agents, initially flying at
random velocities, to fly at the same velocity while avoiding colli-
sions. An optimal centralized solution is readily available [24] which
makes this problem well suited for the imitation learning framework.
In Sec. 2 we formulate the problem of learning decentralized
controllers and introduce the framework of imitation learning. In
Sec. 3 we present the GNN and GRNN as learning architectures. In
Sec. 4 we discuss the problem of flocking. We conclude in Sec. 5.
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2. DECENTRALIZED CONTROLLERS
Consider a set of N agents V = {1, . . . , N}. At time t =
0, 1, 2, . . ., each agent is described by a state vector xi(t) ∈ RF
and is capable of taking an action ui(t) ∈ RG. The time index
t represents the sequence of instances at sampling time Ts. The
collection of states for all agents can be conveniently described by
an N × F matrix X(t) where row i corresponds to the state xi(t)
of agent i. Likewise, U(t) is the N × G matrix that collects the
actions of all agents. The dynamic evolution of the sistem is given
by some function D that takes the past states and actions taken and
outputs the current state X(t + 1) = D({X(τ),U(τ)}τ=0,...,t).
This function determines how the actions taken shape the future
states.
The optimal actions to take U?(t) are given by those that mini-
mize some cost function J over time
{U?(t)}t = argmin
U(t),t≥0
∑
t
J [X(t)]. (1)
The optimal actions typically rely on the the state of the entire net-
work, making them a centralized optimal solution; they require cen-
tralized knowledge of the states of all agents in order to make a de-
cision. We are concerned, however, with actions that are decentral-
ized. This means that (i) actions rely only on information provided
by neighboring agents, and (ii) actions can be computed individually
by each agent. Furthermore, we are interested in actions that respect
the delayed nature of the communications.
The communication capability of the agents defines a dynamic
communication network. This network can be conveniently de-
scribed by means of a graph G(t) = (V, E(t),W(t)) where
E(t) ⊆ V × V is the set of edges and W(t) : E(t) → R+ is the
weight function. Agents i and j can communicate at time t if and
only if (i, j) ∈ E(t), and the weight functionW(t) can be used to
describe the state of the channel. The neighborhood Ni(t) of agent
i corresponds of all the agents to whom agent i can communicate at
time t, Ni(t) = {j ∈ V : (j, i) ∈ E(t)}. A matrix description S(t)
can be associated to graph G(t). Matrix S(t) respects the sparsity
of the graph, [S(t)]ij = sij(t) = 0 whenever (j, i) /∈ E(t) for
j 6= i. Examples of such a matrix include the adjacency [25], the
Laplacian [26] or the Markov matrix [27], among others. In what
follows we denote it, generically, the graph shift operator [28].
Agents can communicate their states xi(t) to other neighboring
agents by means of this communication network. The transmission
of information incurs in a unit delay, creating a partial information
structure
Xi(t) =
K−1⋃
k=0
{
xj(t− k) : j ∈ N ki (t)
}
(2)
where N ki (t) is the set of nodes k hops away from node i and is
defined recursively as N ki (t) = {j′ ∈ N k−1j (t − 1) : j ∈ Ni(t)}
with N 1i (t) = Ni(t) and N 0i (t) = {i}. We denote by X (t) =
{Xi(t)}i=1,...,N the collection of the information history Xi(t) of
all nodes. The objective of this paper is to obtain controllers that
respect this decentralized and delayed information structure U(t) =
Φ(X (t)) as opposed to centralized controllers that take into account
the information of all agents U(t) = Ψ({X(t)}).
We consider a data-driven approach based on the framework of
imitation learning [20]. In this setting, a training set of optimal tra-
jectories T = {(X(t),U?(t))t} is available, and the decentralized
controller Φ(X (t)) is found by tracking the optimal solution U?(t)
min
Φ
∑
T
∥∥Φ(X (t))−U?(t)∥∥. (3)
Imitation learning requires the computation of the optimal central-
ized action U?(t) [cf. (1)] but only for the training phase, i.e. an of-
fline phase where (3) is solved. Nevertheless, centralized controllers
might be computationally expensive or available only for small net-
works. Therefore, for the learned map Φ to be useful, we need it to
be scalable and computationally efficient. Additionally, solving (3)
over the space of all functions that operate on the partial informa-
tion structure X (t), are scalable and are efficient, is computationally
intractable. Therefore, in what follows, we adopt a parametrization
in terms of GCNNs or GRNNs. They not only satisfy the partial in-
formation structure (2), but are also scalable and have an efficient,
distributed implementation, as shown next.
3. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
A GNN is an information processing architecture built upon the no-
tion of graph filters and the use of nonlinearities [9]. In particu-
lar, GCNNs [13] and GRNNs [14] exploit the operation of graph
convolution [17] and use pointwise nonlinearities, resulting in local
architectures that only involve communication with nearby agents,
thus respecting the partial information structure. Additionally, they
have a naturally distributed implementation, and are also stable and
equivariant, helping in transfer learning and scalability [14, 18].
Graph Convolutions. The basic building block of both the GCNNs
and the GRNNs are graph convolutions [17]. In analogy to time
convolutions, a graph convolution is defined as a linear combination
of shifted versions of the signal. The notion of shift follows from
applying the shift operator S(t) to the states X(t) whereby the (i, f)
element of the multiplication S(t)X(t) is given by
[S(t)X(t)]if =
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sij(t)xjf (t). (4)
Due to the sparsity pattern of S(t), the shifting operation S(t)X(t)
is a linear combination of the values of the f th entry of the state
in neighboring nodes only. This renders S(t)X(t) a local and dis-
tributed operation, i.e. it needs only neighboring information, and
each agent can compute the output separately.
Equipped with the notion of shift, we formally define the graph
convolution as U(t) = A ∗S(t) X(t) [9, 17], where
A∗S(t)X(t)=
K−1∑
k=0
S(t)S(t−1) · · ·S(t−(k−1))X(t−k)Ak (5)
with A = {Ak}k being the convolution coefficients (filter taps or
weights). Repeated application of delayed versions of the shift gath-
ers information from further away neighbors [cf. (4)]. In fact, the
kth summand in (5) gathers the correspondingly delayed informa-
tion from nodes located in the k-hop neighborhood. This informa-
tion is accessed by k successive communication exchanges with the
immediate neighbors. The output U(t) collects in its rows the re-
sulting states ui(t) ∈ RG at each of the agents and need not have
the same dimension F as the input. As a matter of fact, the matrix of
coefficients Ak is a F×G rectangular matrix that mixes the features
located at each node. The graph convolution (5) can be understood
as the application of a F × G filter bank, with each matrix of coef-
ficients Ak assigning weight to the information located in the k-hop
neighborhood. From (4) it follows that the graph convolution is a
local and distributed linear operation.
Graph Convolutional Neural Networks (GCNNs). Graph convo-
lutions are linear mappings between the input X(t) and the output
U(t). Nonlinear behaviors can be described by adding a pointwise
nonlinearity at the output of the graph convolution. A single-layer
GCNN is obtained as [13]
U(t) = σ
(A ∗S(t) X(t)) (6)
where σ is a nonlinearity that acts entrywise on the output of the con-
volution. Since the nonlinearity σ is pointwise, then the GCNN in-
herits the properties of locality and distributed implementation from
graph convolutions. Furthermore, GCNNs are permutation equivari-
ant and stable to graph perturbations [18]. The former implies that
the GCNN adequately exploit graph topological symmetries to en-
hance learning, while the latter means that the GCNN can transfer to
other graph supports as long as the graphs are similar. As a matter of
fact, note that once the coefficients A are learned, they can be used
on any graph shift operator S(t) [cf. (5)]. Together, equivariance
and stability confirm that GCNNs scale to larger graphs.
Graph Recurrent Neural Networks (GRNNs). To further in-
crease the descriptive power of the parametrized mapping between
the agent states X(t) and the actions taken U(t), we consider
GRNNs [14]. GRNNs consider the sequence {X(t)} as a Hidden
Markov Model and learn the hidden state Z(t) as follows
Z(t) = σ
(A ∗S(t) X(t) + B ∗S(t) Z(t− 1)) (7)
where A = {Ak}k and B = {Bk}k contain the matrix of coef-
ficients for the input-to-hidden and hidden-to-hidden convolutions.
The hidden state matrix Z(t) collects in its rows the hidden state
of each agent zi(t) ∈ RH . The matrices of coefficients are then
Ak ∈ RF×H and Bk ∈ RH×H for all k. The hidden state is then
mapped into the learned action by means of another graph convolu-
tion followed by a pointwise nonlinearity
U(t) = ρ
(
C ∗S(t) Z(t)
)
(8)
with ρ another pointwise nonlinearity and C = {Ck}k the collection
of matrix of coefficients Ck ∈ RH×G. Training a GRNN entails
jointly optimizing (7)-(8). Thus, the hidden state learns to keep track
of the relevant past information as it pertains to the target output. As
it follows from (5), GRNNs are also local and distributed. We note
that they are also permutation equivariant and stable, allowing them
to scale and transfer [14].
It is crucial to note that all architectures introduced in this sec-
tion, namely the graph convolutions (5), the GCNNs (6) and the
GRNNs (7)-(8), satisfy the partial information structure (2). This
implies that all of these are suitable parametrizations Φ(X (t)) to
learn decentralized controllers.
4. FLOCKING
To illustrate the power of GCNNs and GRNNs in learning decentral-
ized controllers, we explore the problem of flocking. The objective
is to coordinate a team of agents, initially flying at random velocities,
to fly at the same velocity while avoiding collisions.
Problem statement. Each agent i ∈ V is described by its position
ri(t) ∈ R2, its velocity vi(t) ∈ R2 and its acceleration ui(t) ∈ R2.
The dynamic evolution D of the system is given by
ri(t+ 1) = ui(t)T
2
s /2 + vi(t)Ts + ri(t)
vi(t+ 1) = ui(t)Ts + vi(t)
(9)
for i = 1, . . . , N . These dynamics imply that the acceleration ui(t)
is held constant for the duration of the sampling interval [tTs, (t +
1)Ts). The acceleration ui(t) is the actionable variable, and we as-
sume that the agents can adjust it instantaneously between sampling
intervals. Formally, the objective of flocking is to determine the ac-
celerations {U(t)}t that make the velocities of all agents in the team
be the same. This can be written as minU(t),t≥0
∑
t J [V(t)] [cf.
(1)] with cost function
J [V(t)] = 1
N
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥vi(t)− 1
N
N∑
j=1
N∑
j=1
vj(t)
∥∥∥2 (10)
subject to the system dynamics (9).
Optimal centralized solution. The optimal centralized solution,
while avoiding collisions, is given by accelerations U?(t), where
the ith row is computed as
u?i (t) = −
N∑
j=1
(
vi(t)−vj(t)
)
−
N∑
j=1
∇ri(t)U
(
ri(t), rj(t)
)
(11)
where
U
(
ri(t), rj(t)
)
(12)
=
{
1/‖rij(t)‖2 − log(‖rij(t)‖2) if‖rij(t)‖ ≤ ρ
1/ρ2 − log(ρ2) otherwise
is the collision avoidance potential, with rij(t) = ri(t)−rj(t). Cer-
tainly, u?i (t) is a centralized controller since computing it requires
agent i to have instantaneous knowledge of the velocity and position
of every other agent in the team.
Communication capabilities. The communication network be-
tween agents is determined by their proximity. If agents i and j are
within a communication radius R of each other then they are able
to establish a link. This builds a communication graph with edge
set E(t) such that (i, j) ∈ E(t) if and only if ‖ri(t) − rj(t)‖ ≤ R.
The weight function W(t) is 1 for (i, j) ∈ E(t) and 0 otherwise,
yielding a binary adjacency matrix that we adopt as the shift oper-
ator S(t). We assume that communication exchanges occur within
the interval determined by the sampling time Ts, so that the action
clock and the communication clock coincide.
Learning decentralized controllers. The communication network
imposes a partial information structure X (t) [cf. (2)]. We aim at
learning controllers Φ(X (t)) that respect this structure and to do
so, we parametrize them following the models introduced in Sec. 3.
We consider graph convolutions ΦGC(X(t);S(t),A) given by (5),
GCNNs ΦGCNN(X(t);S(t),A) and GRNNs ΦGRNN(X(t);S(t),A,
B, C). The notation emphasizes the partial information structure
X (t) described in terms of {X(t)}t and {S(t)}t and the collection
of learnable coefficients A, B or C, as appropriate. The agent states
xi(t) ∈ R6 that we consider for the flocking problem are given by
xi(t) =
[ ∑
j∈Ni(t)
(
vi(t)− vj(t)
)
,
∑
j∈Ni(t)
rij(t)
‖rij(t)‖4 ,
∑
j∈Ni(t)
rij(t)
‖rij(t)‖2
]
.
(13)
We exploit the imitation learning framework, simulating trajectories
with the optimal centralized controller given by (11) and solving (3)
for each of the parametrizations.
Table 1: Average (std. deviation) cost for different hyperparameters in flocking for all tested architectures. Optimal cost: 52(±1).
G /K 2 3 4
16 521(±90) 434(±78) 404(±46)
32 593(±175) 433(±54) 345(±37)
64 508(±96) 419(±52) 401(±56)
(a) ΦGC
2 3 4
177(±15) 169(±10) 162(±13)
98(±3) 96(±5) 94(±3)
86(±9) 83(±4) 85(±4)
(b) ΦGCNN
2 3 4
171(±7) 169(±6) 161(±6)
100(±7) 94(±4) 96(±3)
83(±2) 90(±15) 82(±6)
(c) ΦDAGNN
G /K 2 3 4
16 140(±8) 133(±7) 135(±5)
32 83(±3) 82(±3) 82(±3)
64 77(±2) 77(±2) 77(±3)
(d) ΦGRNN
N 50 62 75 87 100
ΦGC 440(±63) 406(±88) 456(±69) 459(±56) 472(±77)
ΦGCNN 91(±8) 92(±8) 91(±5) 101(±16) 94(±11)
ΦDAGNN 89(±8) 89(±16) 89(±8) 88(±7) 91(±15)
ΦGRNN 78(±3) 76(±2) 77(±2) 77(±2) 77(±2)
(e) Architectures trained on 50 agents, and tested onN agents.
Parametrizations. For all three parametrizations we consider a sin-
gle layer architecture with G output features, H = G hidden state
features and K filter taps. The nonlinearities are tanh. In all cases,
there is a local readout layer that maps the output G features at each
node into the 2 acceleration components uˆi(t). We compare these
three parametrizations with the delayed aggregation GNN ΦDAGNN
[29], which is the same parametrization used in [23].
Dataset. The dataset is comprised of 400 trajectories for training,
20 for validation and 20 for testing. Each trajectory is generated
by positioning the N = 50 agents at random in a circle such that
their minimum initial distance is 0.1m and their initial velocities are
picked also at random from the interval [−3, 3]m/s in each direction.
The trajectories are of duration 2s with sampling time Ts = 0.01s,
the maximum acceleration is 10m/s2 and the communication radius
is R = 2m.
Training and evaluation. The architectures are trained for 30
epochs with a batch size of 20 trajectories, following the ADAM
optimizer with learning rate 5 · 10−4 and forgetting factors 0.9 and
0.999. The evaluation measure is the cost (10). We repeat the sim-
ulations for 5 realizations of the dataset and report the average cost
as well as the standard deviation.
Experiments. First, we test different values of features G ∈
{16, 32, 64} and filter taps K ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Results are shown in
Tables 1a-d. We see that the linear graph convolution ΦGC has a
performance that is five times worse than the nonlinear architectures.
This is because we know that even for simple linear problems, the
optimal decentralized solution is nonlinear [8]. Then we see that the
ΦGRNN exhibits the best performance, and that ΦGCNN and ΦDAGNN
are quite similar, with the latter being slightly better. We also ob-
serve that more features G improves performance in this range, but
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Fig. 1. Change in the cost, relative to the optimal cost, for different
values of (a) initial velocity, and (b) communication radius. The rel-
ative values of ΦGC exceed 7.0(±1.2) and 7.9(±1.4), respectively,
and thus are not shown.
not necessarily larger K. From this simulation we select the best
pair (G,K) for each of the four architectures and keep them for the
following experiments.
Second, we run tests for different initial conditions, namely dif-
ferent initial velocities (Fig. 1a) and different communication radius
(Fig. 1b). These experiments test the robustness of the architectures
to different initial conditions. We observe in Fig. 1a that larger initial
velocities implies harder to control flocks, and thus the performance
decreases as the initial velocities grow. Nevertheless, the GRNN
seems to be more robust than the GCNN and the DAGNN. With re-
spect to the communication radius, we observe in Fig. 1b that the
larger the communication radius, the easier the flock is to control.
This is expected since more agents can be reached and thus informa-
tion travels faster with less delay. Again, the more robust architec-
ture is the GRNN.
As a third and final experiment, we run a test on transferring
at scale. We train the architectures for 50 agents, but then we test
them onN ∈ {50, 62, 75, 87, 100} agents. Results are shown in Ta-
ble 1e. We observe that all nonlinear architectures (GCNN, DAGNN
and GRNN) have virtually perfect scalability, keeping the same per-
formance as the number of agents increases. This is due to their
equivariance and stability properties [14, 18]. In essence, this last
experiment shows that it is possible to learn a decentralized con-
troller in a small network setting and then, once trained, transfer this
solution to larger networks, successfully scaling up.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Successful deployment of dynamical systems comprised of au-
tonomous agents rests upon successful control. In this work, we
discussed the use of graph neural networks, namely graph convo-
lutional neural networks and graph recurrent neural networks, as
models capable of learning decentralized controllers. These models
are naturally distributed and require only local information provided
by nearby agents. Furthermore, they successfully scale due to their
properties of equivariance and stability. By means of imitation
learning, we showed how to train these models to effectively learn a
decentralized controller by tracking optimal centralized trajectories.
Once trained, these models can be successfully deployed in new
scenarios without need of a centralized solution. We tested this
framework in the problem of flocking, where a team of agents starts
flying at random velocities, but need to coordinate in order to flock
together while avoiding collisions. The experiments showcase the
success of graph convolutional neural networks and graph recurrent
neural networks in learning to flock, and in scaling up to larger
teams of agents. In general, it was observed that graph recurrent
neural networks exhibit better performance.
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